Party Rims Pre-Rimmed Cups Just Got Colorful
Party Rims kicks off the year with its latest addition of Sprinkles, a party cup for kids and
grown-ups too.
Rancho Dominguez, California (PRWEB) April 25, 2017 -- Walt Disney once said, “That’s the real trouble
with the world, too many people grow up.” Party Rims is about making festive gatherings fun for everyone,
hence the creation of pre-rimmed party cups that can be used for any type of beverage or dessert that makes
serving convenient, easy, and fun.
Not really all that creative? Party Rims Sprinkles cup will surely boost your creativity by treating your little
guests with something special, the new Party Rims Sprinkles cup. Use the Sprinkles cup to serve milk, punch,
or even water! Yes, water. It’s an innovative way to get kids to hydrate as the colorful rims excites the
imagination. The Sprinkles pre-rimmed cup is a no brainer and a time saver miracle.
Out of ideas? The Sprinkles cup is ideal to use with ice cream, Jell-O, and even perfect for a smoothie. For
those who suffer from the kid-in-me syndrome, don’t be shy to use the Sprinkles cup with your favorite Pina
Colada or rose champagne shaved ice. The pre-rimmed Sprinkles cup are oh so cute and attractive, so everyone
will want it too. The best news is that the Sprinkles cup is launching at the end of April 2017.
Party Rims has said goodbye to the daunting task of rimming every cup manually because Party Rims
understands the meaning of time. The idea is brilliant! Quick and consistent expert service, every time! No
more worrying about broken glass. The plastic cups are manufactured in the USA and are 100% recyclable.
Pre-rimmed cups let the host enjoy an exciting time with guests. “Parties are supposed to be fun!” says Sharon
Van Roo, Party Rim’s VP of Merchandising. The best part to Party Rims party cups is you need no prior
experience to use them. Just set up your drink station, bring out your case of cups and pour like the pros. Mix
them with your favorite drinks, or amp things up with a summer time mixer.
“I tried the lime and salt cups and I loved them! Super long lasting flavors. I will definitely be trying the
Strawberry and Sugar flavored cups next!” explains Mya Mercado, Amazon customer.
Party Rims has teamed up with Amazon Exclusive to bring pre-rimmed cups to Amazon.com and are now
available for Prime shipping in 12, 24, and 48 count quantities. With two amazing flavors to choose from
currently, zesty Lime and sweet Strawberry, setting up for your next party will be a breeze with Party Rims.
Again, the Sprinkles cup is almost here.
Party Rims is a new company delivering fun and useful products for your enjoyment. An environmentally
friendly company committed to clean, sustainable, and recyclable products. Party Rims pre-rimmed cups are
sold online at PartyRims.com or Amazon.com.
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